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Abstract-Let K be a nonempty subset of a uniformly smooth Banach space X and A : K + X 
be a locally strickly pseudocontractive map with bounded range. The Mann and Ishikawa iterative 
sequences with errors, which strongly converge to the unique fixed point of A are given under weaker 
conditions. These results answer positively the open problems mentioned by Deng and Ding [1, p. 1221 
and Chidume [2, p. 5501. The related results deal with the problems that the Mann and Ishikawa 
iterative sequences with errors strongly converge to the unique solution of the equation TX = f when 
T : X + X is locally strongly accretive such that the range of I - T is bounded. 
Keywords--Local strictly pseudocontrictive mapping, Local strongly secretive mapping, Uni- 
formly smooth Bansch spsce. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space, X* be its dual space, and (z, f’) be the generalized duality pairing 
between x E X and f * E X*. The map J : X t 2x’ defined by 
J(z) = {f* E X* : hf*) = llf’ll II4I, Ilf*ll = 11411, 
is called the normalized duality map. If X is uniformly smooth, then J is single-valued and is 
uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of X. We shall denote the singlevalued duality map 
by j. 
Let K be a nonempty subset of X. A map A : K + X is called strictly pseudocontractive if 
there exists a constant t > 1, such that for all z, y E K and T > 0, 
115 - YII 5 I(1 + ~)b - Y) - %As - AY)II. (1.1) 
If, in the above definition, t = 1, then A is said to be a pseudocontractive map. 
A map T : K + X is called strongly accretive if there exists a constant k > 0, such that for 
each z,y E K, there is an j E J(z - y) satisfying 
(TX - Ty, j) 2 k lb - ~11~. (l-2) 
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It is known (see, e.g., [3,4]) that A is strictly pseudocontractive if and only if T = I - A is 
strongly accretive with k = (t - 1)/t, where I is the identity map. 
A map A : K -+ X is called locally strictly pseudocontractive (see [5]), if for each z E K there 
exists t, > 0, such that for all y E K and T > 0, 
112 - Yll 5 ll(1 + T)b - Y) - &(Az - AYIII * (1.3) 
A map T : K + X is called locally strongly accretive if for each z E K there exists k, > 0, 
such that for each y E K there is an j E J(z - y) satisfying 
(TX - Ty, j) 2 Ic, 11~ - ~11~. (14 
Clearly, each locally strictly pseudocontractive map is strictly pseudocontrictive and each lo- 
cally strongly accretive map is strongly accretive. It is known (see [5]) that A is locally strictly 
pseudocontractive if and only if T = I - A is locally strongly accretive with k, = (t, - l)/&, for 
each z E K. The classes of the strictly pseudocontractive maps and the strongly accretive maps 
have been extensively studied by many authors (see, e.g., [l-11]). In particular, Deimling [S, 
Theorem 13.81 proved that if T : X -+ X is strongly accretive and semicontinuous (i.e., sn --t z 
implies that TX, - TX), then T maps X onto X, that is, for each f E X, the equation TX = f 
has a solution in X. 
Recently, Chidume [2] proved that the Mann iteration process [12] can be used to approximate 
the fixed point of the continuous strickly pseudocontractive map T : K -+ K, where K is a 
bounded closed convex subset of a uniformly smooth Banach space E. He pointed out that it 
is not known whether or not the Ishikawa iteration method converges for this class of nonlinear 
maps, see [2, p. 5501. Deng and Ding [l, Theorem l] proved that the Ishikawa iteration process 
can be used to approximate the fixed point of the Lipschitz locally strictly pseudocontractive 
maps. They also pointed out that it is an open problem that the Lipschitz continuity of T can 
be dropped in Theorem 1. 
In this paper, we shall show that the Mann and Ishikawa iteration processes converge strongly 
to the unique fixed point of continuous locally strictly pseudocontractive map T : K + K, and to 
the unique solution of the equation TX = f involving a semicontinuous locally strongly accretive 
map T : X + X under some weaker assumptions where K is a closed convex subset of a uniformly 
smooth Banach space X. Our results improve and generalize some recent known results, and 
answer positively the open problems mentioned by Chidume [2] and Deng and Ding [l]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us recall the following two iteration processes due to Mann [12] and Ishikawa [13], respec- 
tively. 
(I) The Mann iteration process is defined as follows: for a convex subset K of a Banach 
space X and a map T : K + K, the sequence {x,}~& is defined by 
xo E K, x,+1 = (I- a,) xn + cd-‘xn, n 2 0, (2.1) 
where {cr,}~~, is a real sequence satisfying (~0 = 1, 0 < on I 1, for all n 2 1 and 
C, on = co (or C, cr,(l - a,) = 00). 
(II) The Ishikawa iteration process is defined as follows: for a map T : K + K, the sequence 
{x,,}~_‘~ is defined by 
50 E K, x,+1 = Cl- an> xn + wJY,, 
3/n = Cl- A) xn + K&-u n 2 0, (2.2) 
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where {cGJ~~ and {Pn}~o are sequences of real numbers satisfying the conditions: 
O~a,~~n~l,forallnLO,lim,~,=Oand~,~,~,=~. 
The two iteration processes have been extensively used and studied by many authors 
for approximating either lixed points of various nonlinear maps or solutions of nonlinear 
operator equations in Banach spaces. 
(III) The Ishikawa iteration process with errors is defined in [lo] as follows: for a nonempty 
subset K of a Banach space X and a map A : K --+ X, the sequence {xn} in K is defined 
by 
50 E K G+I = (I - a,) z,z + anAy, + un, 
in = (I- Pn) xn + PnAxn + ‘u,, n 2 0, 
(2.3) 
where {wJ, (4 are two sequences in X and {cY,}, {p,} are two sequences in [0, l] 
satisfying certain conditions. 
It is clear that the Mann and Ishikawa iteration processes are all special cases of the Ishikawa 
iteration process with errors. 
In the proof of our main results, we shall need the following results. 
LEMMA 2.1. [14, p. 891 Let X be a uniformly smooth Banach space. Then there exists a contin- 
uous nondecreasjng function b : [0, 00) --f [0, 00) such that 
b(0) = 0, b(d) 2 cb(t), Vc L 1, and 
llx + Y112 I 11412 + 2 (YYj(X)) + ma ~1141 7 1 IMP (Ml> y ‘k Y E X. 
LEMMA 2.2. [IO, p. 1181 Let {a,}, {b,}, and {h} be three nonnegative real sequences satisfying 
with {tn} C [O,l], cr_, t, = 00, b, = o(tn) and Waco c, < co. Then lim,,, a,, = 0. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a nonempty closed subset of a uniformly smooth Banach space X, 
A : K -+ X be a locally strictly pseudocontractive map with bounded range, and the set F(A) 
of fied points of A is nonempty Let {Us}, {vn} be two sequences in X, and {cu,}, {/3,,} be two 
real sequences in [0, l] satisfying 
(i) C,“=, llUnll < 00, lim,-+, ll~nll = 0, 
(ii) lim,,, Pn = 0, 
(iii) C,“=, Ly, = 00, 
(iv) lim,,ca,b(a,) = 0, where b is the function appearing in Lemma 2.1. Suppose that, for 
some x0 E K, the Ishikawa iteration sequences {x,} and {y,,} with errors defined by (2.3) 
axe both contained in K. 
Then {xn} converges strongly to q E F(A), and F(A) is a single-point set. 
PROOF. Let q E F(A). S ince A is locally strictly pseudocontractive, then T = I - A : K + X is 
locally strongly accretive, and hence, there exists a constant k, E (0, l), such that for all x E K, 
(z - AZ - (q - 4) , j(x - 4) 1 h lb - ql12. 
Hence, for all x E K, 
(Aa: - q, j(x - cd) 5 (1 - Ic,) lb - di2. (3.1) 
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Since the range of A is bounded, we may set 
d = sup {IlAz - QII : 2 E w + 11~0 - Qll , 
it4 = d + g l)?J,ll + 1. 
n=O 
By using (2.3),(3.2),(3.3) and induction, we obtain 
n-l 
11% - QII 5 d + C ll%ll 5 M, 
n=O 
for all n 2 0, 
and hence, we have 
max{ll(l-a,) (x,.,-q) +a, (Ay,-q)ll , l}lmax{M, l}=W, for all n>O, 
max{ll(i-Pn) (xn-q) + A (krc, - q)ll , l}lm={M, l}=Ml, for d n20. 
By using (3.1), we have 
(Ayn-q,j(Zn-q))=(Ayn-q,j(yn-q))+(Ayn-q,j(2n-q)-j(yn-q)) 







where d,, = (Ay, - q,j(zn - q) - j(yn - q)). We claim that d, + 0, as n + 0. In fact, by 
(2.3),(3.2),(3.4), and Assumptions (i) and (ii), we have 
Ilbn - 4 - bn - q)II = II% - Ynll 
= llPn(%-Szn)-%all 
5 A (IhI - Qll + II% - cdl) + Il%ll 
5 2PnM + ll%ll + 0, asn-too. 
Since X is uniformly smooth, j is uniformly continuous on each bounded subsets of X so that 
we have 
and 
lb Czn - Q) - j (Yn - Q) II + 0, asn+co 
dn = (A~n-q,j (zn -q) -J' (Yn -q>) 
L d lb (G -d-j(Yn-cdll+O, asn+oo. (3.8) 
By (2.3), Lemma 2.1 and (3.2)-(3.6), we have 
Il~n ~411~ = ll(1 -P~)(G -q> +A(-% -q) +vnl12 
5 II@ - Pn) (zn - d + Pn (A+ - dl12 
+ 2 (vn,j ((I- Pn) (zn - q) + Pn (Azn - q))) 
+m={ll(l -A) (G - 4 +A (AZ, -dII ,lI 11~11 ~Wnll) 
5 (1 - N2 II% - ql12 + 2Pn (I- A) (Azn - q3.i (zn - q>) 
+ ma 10 - A) 11% - 41 ,ll Pn 11-4~ - qll b (A IIAG - qlI> 
+ m4 lbnll + M lbnll ~(ll%II) 
(3.9) 
I [Cl - Pn)’ + 2P* (1 - A) (1 - k,)] 11% - 4112 
+ MIM2Pnb (A) + [2M + Mlb (II%II)] ll%ll 
5 (1 - Q%) IlGl - 4112 + WM2Pnb UM + [2M + Mlb (II%Ill)l ll%ll * 
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It follows from (3.7) and (3.9) that 
(AY, - q,j (5, - q)) I ((I - kJ (I - k&z)) 11~ - ql12 
+ WM2P,b (A) + [2M + Mlb (II%ll>] lbnll + ha. 
(3.10) 
By (2.3), Lemma 2.1, (3.2)-(3.6) and (3.10), we also have 
ll~+l - ql12 = IIU - d (2, - d + an (AY, - q) + 412 
I ll(1 - WI> (% - 4 + an (AY, - q) II2 
+ 2 (un,~‘((l- 4 (zn - d + an (AY, - q))) 
+ ma {II@ - a,) (xn - q) + a, MY, - dll >I) lbnll ~(ll~nll> 
5 (1 - %d2 II& - ql12 + 2an Cl- ~4 (AY, - q,j (xc, - 44) 
+ ma ((1 - 4 11~ - qll,l) an IlAy, - qll b (an IlAy, - 41) 
+ 2M ll~nll + M ll+Jl b(M) 
(3.11) 
where 
I [(I - WJ2 + 2% (I - 4 (I - k,) (I - k&J] 11% - 4112 
+ 2a, [MN2P,b (A) + (2M + Mlb (ll~nll)) 11~11 + A] 
+ M&f2~,b (4 + 2~4 II~,lI + Mlb(M) II4 
5 (I - k+,) 11~ - ql12 + bn + G, 
b, = a, (2 [M~M2PJ4M + (2M + Mb(llvnll) 11~11 + &] + MN2b(a,)}, 
c, = PM + MlbW)) ll~nll . 
Now we show that lim n--roo aYnb(czn) = 0, if and only if lim,,, b(a,) = 0. It is easy to see 
that lim,,, b(an) = 0 implies limn+oocmb(an) = 0. Suppose lim,,, anb(cYn) = 0. If 
lim,,, b(an) # 0, then for any given c > 0, there exists a subsequence {ani} of {an} such 
that b(an,) > E, for all i > 0. Hence, we have 
Since the function b is nondecreasing and continuous, we must have lim,,, b(cr,) = 0. Now let 
a, = ljzn - ql12 and t, = &Q,, for all n 2 1. The inequality (3.11) reduces to 
a,+1 I (I- k) a, + b, + G,. 
By the conditions (i)-(iv), it is easy to see that ~~=,tn = 00, b, = o(L) and CF=, c, < 
00. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that lim,,, a, = 0, so that (2,) converges strongly to q E 
F(A). Suppose that there exists q* E F(A) with q* # q. Repeating the argument of the 
theorem relative q*, we obtain that {xn} converges strongly to both q and q*, which shows that 
J’(A) = {q). 
REMARK 3.1. If un = v,, = 0, p,, = 0, for all n 2 0, and lim,,, cr,b(cr,) = 0 is replaced 
by lim,,, (Ye = 0, then Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 1 of [5]. Theorem 3.1 also extends 
Theorem 1 of [l], and Theorem 2 of [lo] in the following way: the Lipschitz continuity of A is 
dropped. Hence, the open problem mentioned by Deng and Ding [l, p. 1221 is answered positively. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly smooth Banach 
space X, and A : K + K be a continuous strictly pseudocontractive mapping with bounded 
range. Let {a,}, {&,} be two red sequences in [0, l] satisfying: 
(i) lim,,, A = 0, 
(ii) c,“=,a, = 00, 
(iii) lim,,, a,b(cr,) = 0, where b is the function appearing in Lemma 2.1. 
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Then for any xc E K, the Ishikawa iteration process {x,,}~~~ defined in (2.2) converges strongly 
to the unique fixed point of A. 
PROOF. The existence of the unique fixed point q of A follows from [7], and hence, F(A) = {q} # 
0. Since K is convex and A a selfmap on K, by the definition of the Ishikawa iterative process, 
for any zc E K, {x,}, {yn} c K. The conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1 with U, = w, = 0, 
for all n 2 0. 
REMARK 3.2. Corollary 3.1 generalizes Theorem 1 of [2] to Ishikawa iteration process and im- 
proves Theorem 2 of [2] in the following ways: 
(1) K may not be bounded; 
(2) the condition (iii) is weaker than the condition (iv) in Theorem 2 of [2], and 
(3) the Lipschitz continuity is replaced by the continuity. 
Hence, Corollary 3.1 answers positively the open problem mentioned by Chidume [2, p. 5501. Since 
each p-uniformly smooth Banach space with 1 < p 5 2 is uniformly smooth and lim, on = 0 
implies lim, cr,b(o,) = 0, Corollary 3.1 also improves and generalizes Theorem 4.2, Corollaries 4.1 
and 4.2 of [ll], Theorem 1 of [9], and Theorem 1 of [4] to uniformly smooth Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a uniformly smooth Banach space, T : X + X be a locally strongly 
accretive map and the set sol(T) of solutions of the equation TX = f is nonempty for some f E X. 
Define S : X t X by Sx = f - TX + x, Qx E X, and suppose that the range of S is bounded. 
Let (~~1, {vn} b e r wo sequences in X and {a,}, {/?,} b e t wo real sequences in [0, l] satisfying: 
(i) Czo ]]u~]] < 0;) and limn+oo ll~n]] = 0, 
(ii) limn_+oo & = 0, 
(iii) Cr!, on = 00, 
(iv) lim, ~&(a,) = 0, where b is the function appearing in Lemma 2.1. 
Then for any x0 E X, the Ishikawa iterative sequence {xn} defined by 
&+1 = (I- %> XVI + WlSYn + %I, 
Y/n = (I - A) &I + PnSz?Z + G, for all n 2 0, 
(3.12) 
converges strongly to q E sol(T) and sol(T) is a single-point set. 
PROOF. Let q E sol(T), so that q is a fixed point of S. Since T is locally strongly accretive, there 
exists k, E (0,l) such that for each x E X, 
(TX - Tq,j(z - q)) 2 kr 112 - ql12. (3.13) 
By (3.13) and the definition of S, we have 
(Sz - q,j(z - q)) L (1 - k,) 112 - 4112Y for all 2 E X. (3.14) 
Let d = sup{]]Sx - qll : x E X} + ]]xo - qll, M = d + C,“=O ll~~ll + 1 and Mr = A4 + 1. By 
using (3.12) and similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can obtain 
(SY9l - q,j (G3 - d) 5 (1 - k4 (1 - k&d IIGZ - Qll 
+ j%M2Pnb (A) + PM + ~~~(lbnll)) lbnll + 6, 
where d, = (Sy, - q, j(x, - q) - j(yn - q)) + 0 as n 4 co, and 
II%+1 - ql12 I (1 - k#k) llxr& - 4112 + bl + Gz* 
where 
b, = o, (2 [W~2P,Wn) + (2M + M~(ll~,II)) ]]~nll + &] + WM2W,)}, 
c, = (2M + Wb(M)) ll%ll * 
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Now applying Lemma 2.2, we obtain that {xn} converges strongly to q E sol(T). By using a 
similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that sol(T) is a single-point set. 
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.2 improves Theorem 2 of Deng-Ding [l] in following ways: 
(1) the iteration process may have errors; 
(2) T may not be Lipschitz; and 
(3) relaxing the assumption of {a,}:!-,. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be an uniformly smooth Banach space and T : X -+ X be a semicontin- 
uous strongly accretive map. For any f E X, define S : X +X by Sx = f -Tx+x andsuppose 
that the range of S is bounded. Let {u,}, {v,} be two sequences in X, and {a,}, {/?,} be two 
real sequences in [0, 11 satis&jng the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in Theorem 3.2. Then for 
any x0 E X, the Ishikawa iterative sequence {xcn} defined by (3.12) converges strongly to the 
unique solution q of the equation TX = f. 
PROOF. We first observe that for any f E X, the equation TX = f has an unique solution q. In 
fact, the existence follows from [8, Theorem 13.11 and the uniqueness from the strong accretiveness 
of T. Then, the conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 3.2. 
REMARK 3.4. Corollary 3.2 improves and generalizes Theorem 1 of [lo] in following: 
(1) T may not be Lipschitz; 
(2) the condition lim,,, cmb(cw,) = 0 is weaker than lim,,, QI, = 0; and 
(3) the series Cz?_, ll~l~ll may not be convergent. 
Corollary 3.2 also generalizes Theorem 3 of [lo] to the Ishikawa iteration process with errors. 
Corollary 3.2 also generalizes Theorem 2 of [9] in following ways: 
(1) X may be a uniformly smooth Banach space; 
(2) T may not be Lipschitz; 
(3) the Ishikawa iteration process may have errors; and 
(4) the assumption about {an} is weaker. 
Corollary 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 also answer positively the open problems mentioned by Chidume 
in [6] in more general setting. 
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